### ATX ARM COLOUR
*(NOT AVAILABLE ON OTHER CRUISEMasters SYSTEMS)*

- **DOE SKIN**

### STANDARD POWDER COAT OPTIONS
*(AVAILABLE ON XT AND CRS2 SUSPENSION ARMS)*

- **S.BLK** Night Sky Black
- **S.RED** Signal Red

### PREMIUM POWDER COAT OPTIONS
*(INCLUDES PRIMED UNDERCOAT FOR SUPERIOR FINISH & PROTECTION, AVAILABLE ON XT AND CRS2 SUSPENSION ARMS)*

- **YEL** Safety Yellow
- **X15** Orange
- **RED** Signal Red
- **FR** Flame Red
- **TG** Toxic Green
- **GRE** Mistletoe Green
- **BBL** Blaze Blue
- **SP** Space Blue
- **BLK** Night Sky Black

*CruiseMaster reserves the right to use a suitable alternate if exact colour is not available at time of order. Colours displayed are the best representation of actual colours, end result may vary.*